
Repair or buy new? 
Sometimes fixing a dying laptop, cracked screen, or replacing a motherboard is almost as pricey as buying a 
new one. When that happens, you have a pretty tough decision to make: Do you stick with what you’ve been 
using and love, or get something shiny and new? Here’s what you should consider before making the choice.  
It might seem like new tech is always preferable to repairing older gear, but that’s only true if every upgrade is 
a good one. Let’s tease out some of the things you should think about—depending on your situation, spending 
some cash to get new might be better than repairing what you have, and in other cases you might be better 
off fixing what you have. 

See If Buying New Is Actually an Upgrade 
Remember, not everything “new” is an “upgrade.” It might seem like you’re getting something better by 
nature, since presumably you’ll get a new, unused item instead of repairing your used gear, but if the thing 
you’re buying new doesn’t suit you as well as what you have already, it’s not an upgrade. But we all know that 
whether you enjoy using something comes down to more than specs.  Were you happy with your item before 
the screen cracked? 
 
On the other hand, the money you’d spend repairing your old device could go towards getting you something 
new. Maybe instead of repairing a cracked screen, you can spend a little more and get a newer notebook with 
a better video card, or instead of replacing your laptop’s motherboard you can afford the latest model with 
more storage and memory than the one you had. Think about that before you make the decision to repair 
your old device or buy a replacement. If you’re going to spend your money buying new instead of repairing 
what you use and love, you should make sure you’re actually getting something that’s better for you than 
what you have. 

Consider The Value of Your Time 
Your time also has value that’s often overlooked when making the decision to repair well-used and loved tech 
versus replace it outright. It makes sense to try and approach these things logically in terms of specs and 
dollars, but keep these things in mind when making your decision as well: 

Consider repair time and how long you’ll be without your devices. If you choose to repair your current 
devices, make sure to find out how long you’ll be without your tech. After all, if your primary laptop is the one 
that needs repair, you’ll be without a computer for a little while unless you have a backup. If it’s your phone, it 
could be even worse. If a little more money could get you up and working in hours instead of weeks, it might 
be worth it. 
 
Consider set-up time, and how long it’ll take you to get back to normal. If your repair is something that can 
be done quickly, or even while you wait, it might not make sense to buy new. You’ll probably spend hours 
trying to get your new laptop up and running with all of your settings. Even then, it’ll take you even longer to 
get back to that “productive” normal, where you don’t try to do something and realize you don’t have the files 
or apps required. While it’s fun for some people to break in new tech, others prefer to just turn it on and go to 
work. Make sure you know which one you are before you choose. Your time is important—sometimes it’s 
worth considering which route will just save you the most time and let you get back to work (or play) as soon 
as possible.  Imagine changing banks or checking accounts…You have to order new checks and it’s such a 
hassle making sure all your bills are paid properly. 
 
Sentimental Value Actually Has Value 
Finally, keep in mind that the value of your tech to you counts for something. This varies for everyone of 
course. Some people don’t get attached to their gear at all and treat it like cogs in a machine. Others will cling 
to an old laptop for years upon years because it’s familiar, it works, and it does what they need it to do. 
Whichever camp you fall into has a huge impact on whether you should repair or replace. If you absolutely 
love your sticker-covered laptop and would rather get it fixed and use it for a few more years, that’s important 
and worth keeping in mind, even if you’re logical self (or friends) tell you otherwise.  Of course, the actual 
decision is up to you—there’s no one answer that applies to everyone here. Sometimes it makes more sense 
to get your old, reliable, and trusty gear repaired so you can enjoy it longer than it does to spend the same 
amount of money on a new device that could be problematic on its own. Other times, if you can score an 
upgrade or get the same item without the wear and tear you’ve put on the one you own, it’s a better route. 
Weigh your options—including the value of your time and how much the item means to you—and make a 
carefully considered decision from there. 
 
Most of information above copied from lifehacker.com   “Should You Fix That Broken Gadget or Just Buy a 
New One?” 
 

http://lifehacker.com/5983652/how-to-do-a-clean-install-of-windows-without-losing-your-files-settings-and-tweaks
http://lifehacker.com/should-you-fix-that-broken-gadget-or-just-buy-a-new-one-1711409066
http://lifehacker.com/should-you-fix-that-broken-gadget-or-just-buy-a-new-one-1711409066


 

Common repairs: 
 

Cracked screen on your Notebook:   Average repair cost $160.   
A new notebook screen can crack just as easily if not easier and this is never covered under warranty (unless 
accidental coverage is purchased and if so, more than likely a deductible will apply)  

Failed hard drive:  Average repair cost $160 (for HDD) 
A new mainstream notebook is going to include a standard 500GB or bigger HDD and most budget models are 
including tiny 32gb or 64gb SSD drives which you will fill up in no time.  Higher end notebooks may include an 
SSD but costs will climb considerably.  Consider replacing your failed HDD with a 250GB or 500GB SSD for 
ultimate speed and reliability. (5x to 10x faster)  In some cases we can CLONE your failing drive to a new drive.  
All of our replacement drives have at least a 2 year MFG warranty.   

Virus:  Average repair cost $129 
Viruses can occur on any computer…even Macs.   Yes, a new computer will not have viruses out of the box, 
but you can get one the same way you did on your existing computer.  Virus cleaning is time intensive but also 
includes a full tune up, optimization and a free antivirus program.  Your computer will run better than new, 
plus we will arm you with information reducing your odds of getting reinfected.  

Slow Computer:  
First we need to determine what the specs are in your PC.  If they’re not so great or your computer is running 
XP or Vista it might be time for a new Computer.   But if they’re good, you might just need a tune up or 
perhaps a RAM upgrade.  Or how about an SSD (solid state drive) upgrade?  In many cases we can clone your 
existing hard drive to an SSD and you will see an amazing boost in overall speed.  Keep in mind, mainstream 
notebooks don’t include an SSD unless you’re looking at very high end models.  

Failed Motherboard: 
Desktops:  Average repair costs $179 
Depending on the brand and age of PC , we can often find a replacement motherboard that is higher quality 
than the original.  Depending on cost and remaining specs…this might be a good option. 
Notebooks:  Average repair costs $275 
generally a new motherboard from the manufacturer is too costly, so we usually go with a “system pull” 
(used).  This is a good option depending on cost, age and specs of notebook.  However, if your notebook 
model has known issues with the motherboard, we will recommend a replacement notebook. 
 
DC Jack Repair:  Average repair costs $125 
Most likely you tripped over the cord, or dropped the notebook while plugged in, This can happen on any of 
the best notebooks out there. 
 
Hinge Repair:  Average repair costs $125 
Unless you buy a business class notebook or an expensive MacBook, this happens on most notebooks, they’re 
just not made the way they used to be. The industry has gone “thinner & lighter”.   In many cases we can use 
epoxies and or nut’s and bolts to secure the hinges again.  It may not look as pretty, but it gets the job done.      
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